Energy-Dispersive XAFS Studies on the Spontaneous Dispersion of PdO and the Formation of Stable Pd Clusters in Zeolites.
Spontaneous dispersion and clustering processes of Pd were measured by means of the energy-dispersive EXAFS method. The spontaneous dispersion of bulky metal Pd into highly dispersed PdO was directly observed on the H-type zeolite in the atmosphere of O2. In contrast to H-type zeolites, simple oxidation of the agglomerated Pd was observed on Na-ZSM-5. The structural change of Pd was followed in the atmosphere of hydrogen. The clustering processes of metal Pd depended on the kind of zeolite, and these were categorized into three groups. The first group, i.e., Na-ZSM-5 and H-beta, showed monotonic agglomeration of metal Pd by increasing the reduction temperature. The second group consisted of H-ZSM-5 and H-mordenite where the formation of Pd6 clusters was found. On these zeolites, the generation of Pd6 clusters was reversibly observed upon the repetition of reduction and oxidation treatments. The third group consisted of H-Y and USY zeolites where the formation of Pd13 clusters was observed. From these findings, it was concluded that the crystal structure and acid sites of zeolites had profound influences on the dynamic behavior and the genesis of Pd clusters with various structures.